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DIGICOR portal description  

 

This document describes the client part of the DIGICOR platform.  

1.1 Portal screens 

Table 1 shows all of the screens which are part of the DIGICOR platform portal together with 
their contributing partners. Pages are distributed into several categories which reflect 
DIGICOR platform deliverables. This distribution of pages is also equivalent to distribution 
of backend services.  

Table 1 

Page name Page purpose Contributing 
partners 

General   
Public Initial page of the portal. Provides 

information about the DIGICOR platform, 
its usage stats and contact of the platform 
administrators 

CER 

   
Authentication   
Login User authentication into the portal. CER 
Registration Creation and registration of new user. CER 
Forgot password Initial form for reset password flow CER 
Change password Second part of the reset password form  CER 
   
Company 
management 

  

Dashboard Provide summary to user- usage stats, 
platform news, registered companies and 
collaboration requests. IF any tool is 
installed, then it also provides dashboard 
widget for that tool if supported. 

CER 

Company contact Basic information form about user's 
company. 

CER 

Company details Form for company production details. CER 
Company 
departments 

List of company departments based on 
their type and location. 

CER 

Production capability List of products which is user company 
capable to produce together with their 
specifications, goals and quantity. 

CER 

Company members Company members management CER 
No company 
registered 

Information page for user who is not 
member of any company registered into 
the portal OR who's company is not yet 
registered into the portal 

CER 

Register new 
company 

Registration of new company into the 
platform 

CER 
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Tools Management   
Store Screen for tool management - purchase 

process, installation and uninstallation 
CER 

Tool detail UI for installed tools - default screen 
contains information about installed tool. 

CER 

   
Sales   
Available calls for 
tenders 

List of all calls for tenders which are 
available for application in case of user's 
company 

CER 

Company calls for 
tenders 

List of company calls for tenders CER 

Create new call for 
tender 

Form for registration of new call for tender CER 

Call for tender detail Description of call for tender CER 
Apply for tender Searching for partners and forming 

collaborations to apply for a call for tender 
UNIMAN 

   
Collaboration 
Management 

  

My collaborations Lists the collaborations of the users 
company 

SLG 

Dashboard Provides overview of a collaboration’s 
status 

SLG 

Tasks Lists outstanding tasks of user’s company 
for a particular collaboration 

SLG 

Deliverables List the work packages and deliverables of 
the current milestone. 

SLG 

Consortium List the collaboration partners along with 
their invitation status. 

SLG 

Processes List the processes that govern 
collaboration management functions 

SLG 

Policies Lists the attribute-based access control 
policies used to govern document 
exchanges 

SLG 

   
User   
Change password Reset password form CER 
   
Platform 
management 

  

Registered 
companies 

List of all registered companies in the 
portal 

CER 

Company 
confirmation 

List of all unconfirmed companies (without 
full access into the portal) 

CER 

Ontology 
specification 

Ontology management for the portal CER 
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1.2 Roles 

DIGICOR portal provides five different roles of user - company administrator, sales, 
development, production and platform administrator. Each of the specified roles can access 
different parts of portal and thus their navigation bars differ. 

Company administrator has access everywhere through the portal. He can access and edit 
company details, add new members into the portal, update product ontologies, install and 
uninstall tools in tool store and he can also access information about call for tenders and 
collaborations.  

Sales user cannot edit company information. He can create new call for tender, define and 
release call for tenders and answer to invitations for collaborations.  

Development user can execute development tasks as a part of the collaboration process. 
He cannot access call for tenders and he cannot edit company information.  

Production user can manage production as a part of production network in the collaboration 
process. 

Platform administrator cannot access standard DIGICOR portal. He has his own UI for 
managing entire portal. He can view and review all of the registered companies, he can 
confirm or decline new registration of company. He can also manage current ontologies (for 
call for tenders) in the portal. 

1.3 General screens 

General category of screen should contain all of the pages which are available publicly. 
Except authentication pages, there is only one page available publicly - the public page.  

1.3.1 Public page 

The purpose of public page is to present the DIGICOR features to anyone who visit 
DIGICOR domain. The page consists of basic information about the DIGICOR platform 
portal, its short description, usage stats, platform news and contacts of the platform 
administrators. 

At the top of the screen, a navigation bar is present which allows user to navigate through 
the paragraphs of the page. Registered users can navigate directly to the portal or to the 
login page, if they are not logged in. Users, which are not registered, can navigate directly 
to the registration form. 
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  1 Public page 
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1.4 Authentication 

Following paragraphs describe screens which are part of the user authentication processes 
- login, registration, forgotten password and password change. Authentication is required for 
the access into the DIGICOR portal. Without valid credentials, the user is only able to access 
authentication flow screens and the public page. 

1.4.1 Login 

Login page is used for the access into the portal. It contains form for user credentials - email 
and password. If the credentials are valid, then the user is navigated into the portal. If not 
valid or any other error is present, then the user is notified through error message displayed 
directly under the credentials form. 

In case when the user is not yet registered into the DIGICOR platform portal, he can access 
the registration page by clicking Register button displayed under the form. 

In case when the user forgot his password for login, he can navigate into the forgot password 
page, where he can change it. 

 

 
2 Login screen 
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1.4.2 Registration 

Registration page contains form for account creation which is basically same as the login 
form. User can register into the portal by providing an email, which is then used for sending 
the confirmation code, and a password, which is then used for future authentication.  

 
3 Registration screen 

When the form is correctly filled up, and the user press the Create an account button, then 
he is prompted with account confirmation dialog where the user needs to fill up their 
confirmation code which was sent to the specified email address. If the code is invalid, then 
the user is notified with error message. Otherwise the user is navigated into the portal. 

If the user accidentally closes the dialog, then it can be accessed again through the login 
screen. User enters his credentials, clicks on Login button and then the dialog is displayed 
again. 
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4 Registration screen - account confirmation dialog 

1.4.3 Forgot Password 

The first step of forgot password flow is an email form where user needs to specify which 
email address he wants to recover. If the email address is valid and is registered in the 
DIGICOR platform, then an email with recovery code is send to the user who is then 
navigated to the second page of forgot password flow - change password page. 

 
5 Forgot password screen 
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In this page, the user must specify a reset code which was sent to his email address and 
provide new password together with its confirmation. After that, if the code and passwords 
are correct, the password of the account is changed, and the user is navigated back to the 
login page. 

 
6 Reset password screen 
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1.5 Company management 

Following paragraphs are related to user's company management such as providing 
company details or member management. 

1.5.1 Dashboard 

Dashboard is the default homepage of the DIGICOR platform for users which are registered 
in the portal and which are members of a company. Dashboard provides basic overview for 
user such as count of members of his company, number of available calls for tenders, 
number of opened collaborations (where the user's company is attending) and number of 
collaboration requests, Collaboration requests are also displayed in the table below these 
statistics. Page also contains a list of platform news, such as new tool introduction or new 
features in the portal, and list of registered companies in the portal. If any tool, which has 
additional UI for dashboard, is installed, then the UI of that tool is displayed below the 
registered companies list. 

 
7 Dashboard screen 
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1.5.2 Contact 

Company contact page contains form for basic company information such as name, 
address, contact phone number, contact email address, website URL and short description. 
Company contact information are necessary for future communication in created 
collaborations. All of the provided information is validated by Platform administrator during 
company registration process. Entered information are also available for other companies 
to display for example in the dashboard page or in call for tender creation. 

Company contact details can be edited only by company administrator, other users do not 
have the edit button available at the bottom. 

 
8 Company contact screen 
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1.5.3 Details 

Company details page is more related to the company production. In this screen, company 
should specify as much as possible information about its production such as annual turnover 
of the company, number of employees, target regions, whether the company accepts 
currency negotiation, certifications, types of contracts, technologies, materials and ATA 
chapters, which are related to the plane ontology scenario. All of the details are optional, but 
more information specified means better accuracy for the algorithms used by match making 
in the apply for tender flow. 

Similar as in the contact screen, only the company administrator is able to edit company 
details, other users do not have edit button displayed at the bottom of the screen. 

 
9 Company details screen 
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1.5.4 Departments 

Company departments screen consists of table with department types and their locations. 
In current version of the portal there are four types of departments - engineering, 
manufacturing, sales and services. Edit button is displayed only for company administrator. 

 
10 Company departments screen 
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1.5.5 Capability 

Production capability is one of the core details which should be specified by user's company. 
On this screen, user can specify details about the products which can their company 
produce. User can navigate to ontology tree where he can view entire ontology tree a can 
specify which of the sub-nodes their company is capable to produce. When user selects a 
node, then another modal view with product detail is displayed. In this pop-up user should 
select specifications, product goals and quantity - this process is same as in the create 
company flow. 

Selected capabilities are used by match-making in the TDMS flow (call for tender 
application) to determine which of the companies is capable of performing specified goals 
for given items. 

 
11 Company capabilities screen 
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1.5.6 Members management 

The last screen in the company management is the member management screen. This 
screen contains a list of users from the user company. User can view detail of all other 
members of the company by clicking on the table row. Company administrator is able to 
remove a member from company or add new member into the platform. Admin has to specify 
new members email address, which is used for invitation, and user role. New member will 
receive an invitation into the portal - in case when he is already registered into the platform, 
he will gain access to company profile immediately. If the user is not registered into the 
platform, then he will need to perform registration flow at first. 

 
12 Members management screen 
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1.5.7 No company registered 

No company registered screen is the first screen which is displayed to user after registration 
into the platform or when the user logs in and is not member of any company in the platform. 
The screen informs user what he has to do to enter the DIGICOR platform portal - user can 
either contact his company administrator to add him as member to company or the user can 
register new company through registration form which can be entered by clicking on the 
Register new company button. 

 
13 No company registered screen 
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1.5.8 Register new company 

The registration process of a company consists of four steps. The first step is to provide 
company contact information - company name, address, phone number, contact email, 
which is prefilled by user credentials, company website URL and description. 

 
14 Register new company - company contact form 
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The second step are company production details - annual turnover, number of employees, 
target regions, whether the company accepts currency negotiation, company certifications, 
contract types, production technologies, materials and ATA chapters. All of these 
parameters are optional, and user does not have to specify them all. Additional updates to 
this form can be done directly in the portal.  

 
  15 Register new company - production details 

The third step is to specify company departments. Again, this information is optional, and 
user can specify it later in the portal. 
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16 Company registration - departments 

 

The last step of company registration are company capabilities. To finish the registration 
form, user needs to provide at least capability. To do so, user needs to click on Open 
ontology tree button. 

 
17 Company registration - capabilities 
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Ontology tree screen will pop up in a dialog. There, user should select which of the target 
items is users’ company able to produce. 

 
18 Company registration - ontology tree 

When user selects an item, product detail will pop up. In this dialog, user should select 
specifications of that product, goals, which can be done by his company and quantity of the 
product, which is his company capable to produce. 

 
19 Company registration - product detail 
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After user selects all of the capabilities, he can review them after closing the dialogs. Each 
capability is represented by its own row with all of the information. User is able to remove a 
capability from the list by clicking on the trash icon displayed at the end of the row. After the 
user fills all of the mandatory information (in current version of the portal company name 
and at least one capability), then the Register new company button will become enabled 
and user can send the form. 

 
20 Company registration - capabilities list 

After the user completes the company registration form, he is navigated into the thank you 
for registration page. User is informed, that the company information he provided are 
validated and after the validation is successful and company is confirmed, then he is able to 
enter the DIGICOR platform portal. This screen will be always entered after user logs in until 
the company is confirmed. 
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1.6 Tools management 

Following sections are related to the management of tools. User is able to manage all of the 
tools which are available for purchasing and installation. Tools are being purchased for 
entire company - when one of the users from company purchase a tool through tool store, 
then it is available for the entire team registered in company profile in the portal. 

1.6.1 Store 

Store is the main page of the tool management. It is divided into two sections. The first 
section is a list of purchased tools and user can manage, which of the tools are installed and 
which are not. The second section contains tools which are available for purchase. 

Each tool is represented by widget with icon, status (installed, not installed), menu button, 
which currently rotate the widget and displays short description of the tool, and button for 
purchasing, installing or uninstalling the represented tool. 

If user clicks on purchase tool button, then the popup with subscription options is displayed. 
After user selects subscription, then the tool is installed and moved into purchased section. 
Also, after installation, additional navigation item which represents installed tool, is added 
into the navigation bar. 

 
21 Toolstore screen 
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1.6.2 Tool detail 

Tools can be separated into three groups - tools which are adding new features to existing 
parts in the DIGICOR portal, independent tools with their own UI and on-premise tools which 
can be downloaded from the portal and then used locally. 

Each of the installed tools has its own navigation item in the navigation bar. All of the tools 
have their own UIs which are different based on the tool type. Default UI contains only the 
information about the installed tool. This is the case for tools which are adding new features. 

 
22 Tool Detail - Default UI 

Figure 22 shows default UI for Usage stats tool, which adds additional features into the 
dashboard screen. 
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23 Tool detail - On Premise Tool 

On-premise tools have extra button for downloading their desktop versions as shown in 
Figure 23. If tool has its own UI, then it is displayed directly without the default page as 
displayed in Next tool in Figure 24. More information about tools and tool store are available 
in deliverable D5.8 Tool Store. 
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24 Tool detail - Next tool UI 
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1.7 Sales 

Sales pages hold core functionalities of the DIGICOR platform portal. Sales pages can be 
divided into two separated parts - pages related to the call for tenders and pages related to 
collaboration management. 

1.7.1 Create call for tender 

Creation of new call for tender consists of five steps. In the first step, user has to specify call 
for tender description, target item description and company internal requirements. Call for 
tender description consists of the name, short description, types of contract, deadline, in 
which must be the call for tender fulfilled, target regions, delivery deadline and requirements. 
Target item description contains fields for ATA chapters which are a common referencing 
standard for commercial aircraft documentation, technologies which should be used in 
tender, materials, certifications which are necessary to fulfil given tender and product 
requirements. The last part are Internal requirements such as minimal applier annual 
turnover, minimal number of employees, estimated costs of tender and estimated effort in 
person per month. These parameters won't be displayed to possible appliers and will be 
only accessible by the owner of this call for tender. 

 
25 Create call for tender - Details 
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The second step of the call for tender creation is the target item specification. User can 
select an item from ontology tree and select required specifications, goals and quantity of 
the items, which are requested in the tender. After that, user can review his selection. User 
can also specify item shipment size meaning requested delivery sizes. 

 
26 Create call for tender - target item 

 
27 Create call for tender - product ontology tree 
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28 Create call for tender - product detail 

 
29 Create call for tender - target item list 
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The third step are delivery timelines of the product of tender. If user specified shipment size, 
then delivery timelines are prepared automatically by calculating requested number of items 
and shipment size. For each delivery timeline user should specify date and description of 
the delivery. 

 
30 Create call for tender - delivery timelines 
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The fourth step of call for tender creation is the required deliverables specification. This step 
is necessary for collaboration flow and user should specify which of the deliverables are 
requested in this call for tender. 

 
31 Create call for tender - required deliverables 

Last step is target company selection. In this page, user should specify which of the 
companies, which are registered into the portal, can view this call for tender. If user does 
not specify any, then the call for tender will be visible for everyone.  

 
32 Create call for tender - target company selection 
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1.7.2 Available calls for tender 

Available calls for tender screen contain a list of tenders which are applicable for user 
companies. These are the calls for tenders, where owning company specified user company 
in the preferred partners of given call for tender OR when the call for tender does not have 
specified preferred companies at all. When user selects an item from the list, then he is 
navigated. User can also navigate to the creation of new call for tender using button 
displayed in the right corner of the page. 

 
  33 Available call for tenders 
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1.7.3 Company calls for tender 

Company calls for tender page consist of list of call for tenders which were created by user's 
company. Same as in available call for tenders, user can open detail for call for tender by 
clicking on the item displayed in the list OR navigate to creation of new call for tender. 

 
  34 Company calls for tender 
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1.7.4 Call for tender detail 

In the call for tender detail, user can view more details for tender which he selected in the 
available or my calls for tender pages. 

Page contains form with specified information about the call for tender. Basic information is 
Product name, description of product, date of creation of the call for tender, due date, 
contract types, required certificates, target regions, required materials and required 
technologies. If an item is not displayed that means that call for tender creator did not specify 
given details.  

Another part of the page is target item table which contains list of all items which are 
requested in call for tender. Each item is described by its name, specification, call for tender 
goals and requested quantity. Page also provide access to target item structure (item tree) 
which can be displayed in pop-up by clicking on "Open target item tree" button. 

Apply button will navigate user into the apply for call for tender page, which is the initial part 
of call for tender application. 

 
35 Call for tender detail 
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If the call for tender detail is displayed from my calls for tender, then the apply button is 
hidden (user cannot attend call for tenders created by his company). Also, if specified, 
additional details are displayed - minimal annual turnover, minimal number of employees, 
estimated costs and estimated effort. 

 
36 Company call for tender detail 
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1.7.5 Apply for tender 

When responding to available calls for tender, companies can form collaborations, ensuring 
they collectively meet the requirements of the call for tender. This functionality is provided 
by the Tender Decomposition and Matchmaking Service (TDMS) that allows decomposition 
and assignment of tasks from the tender information, which helps to identify the best fitting 
partner or a set of partners for the given call for tender. An TDMS instruction video is also 
provided in the following address: bit.ly/DIGICOR. 

Selecting a Call for Tender 

Upon selecting a call-for-tender and seeing its details (Section 2.8.4), the user may apply 
for it by clicking on the Apply button. This brings the user to the TDMS user interface (UI). 

TDMS user interface 

The TDMS UI divides the interaction with the user into three screens according to the 
following workflow: (1) Search prospective teams, (2) Review teams & replace members, 
and (3) Review assignments. The following figure shows the look of the TDMS UI. The 
following subsections present its specific functionalities. 

 
37 Example of the TDMS UI, showing its first screen “Search prospective teams” with a specific 

element of the product structure being highlighted 

Matchmaking for the entire target product or its parts 

The user can execute matchmaking for the entire product or also for individual parts of the 
product and thus build the team incrementally. When a specific element is selected by the 
user in the hierarchical product structure of the TDMS UI, matchmaking will be executed for 
that part or product. In case of no selection, matchmaking will be executed for the target 
product (top node of the hierarchical product structure). If the selected element is a part of 
the target product then the associated goals are derived from the goals specified in the call-
for-tender through their decomposition. In the case that none of those goals permit 
decomposition (such as Deliver), the user will be alerted to this. 
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Figure 38 illustrates the search results presented to the user after he or she clicks on the 
button “Search for teams” at the bottom of the screen shown in Figure 37. On click, the user 
is moved to the second pane of the TDMS UI: Review teams & replace members (Figure 
38). Since a part of the product has been selected in Figure 1, the search for prospective 
teams has been executed solely for that part, called lavatory_door_module1. The goals 
associated with that part are derived from the goals associated with the target product 
pre_assembled_and_tested_lavatory_module_1: Design & Develop, Make. Their 
decomposition implies the following goal setting for lavatory_door_module1: Design & 
Develop, Make, Deliver. As can be seen in the figure, the search results consist of a single 
prospective team (Team 1). The same pane also shows distribution of tasks within the team 
in a tabular form, where each row of the table indicates a company, a product, and the goals 
associated with that product. That is, the same company may appear in several table rows 
if it is assigned to deal with several products (or elements of the target product). 

 
38 Example of the TDMS UI, showing its second screen “Review teams & replace members” with 

search results consisting of a single team composition 

Gaps in the team composition 

Figure 38 further illustrates the TDMS functionality in identifying and presenting gaps in a 
team composition to the user. In the example presented above, of the three goals associated 
with the part lavatory_door_module1, goals Make and Deliver can be fulfilled by the 
company called Ufly Control. It is being included in the prospective team and assigned both 
these goals. However, none of the companies available on the platform can fulfil the goal 
Design & Develop for that part, which implies a gap in the team composition. Each such gap 
is displayed as a void team member with a fictitious company name “<not available>” and 
the respective goal assignment unticked. 

Note that the search results presented in Figure 38 contain just a single team composition 
because, apart from Ufly Control, no other companies registered on the platform can fulfil 
either Make or Deliver or both these goals for lavatory_door_module1. In fact, TDMS 
attempts to produce all possible team compositions. At most 10 team compositions will be 
presented to the user, displayed in the order of decreasing team fit. In case there are more 
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teams, they can be accessed by specifying preferred partners, as explained in next 
subsection “Preferred partners” below. 

Preferred partners 

The following figures show an example of adding preferred partners before searching for 
teams in the TDMS. The user searches for the desired partner in the search box first (Figure 
39). If the typed company name matches a company in the TDMS ontology then this 
company can be added to the pane “Preferred partners” by clicking on the button “Add to 
PP” (Figures 40 and 41). The matchmaking algorithm respects the indicated preferred 
partners  in the way that the team compositions containing preferred partners are listed first, 
in the order of decreasing team fit, as illustrated in Figure 42. 

 
39 Search for a preferred partner on the first screen of TDMS UI. 
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40 Adding a preferred partner  

 
41 Preferred partner added to the pane on the right. 
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42 Search results containing 10 team compositions, where Team 1 involves the preferred partner 

Ontoair.  

Replacement function 

The following figures show an example of replacing team members in the TDMS UI. If the 
user wishes to replace a team member on a particular product or item then he or she can 
tick the checkbox in the “Replace” column on the left of the team composition and click on 
“Replace” button, as shown in Figure 43. The Tender Decomposition and Matchmaking 
algorithm will then look for prospective sub-teams that can fulfil the goals associated with 
the given product, and will automatically pick one with the highest team fit. Sub-teams 
containing the selected company are excluded from consideration. As in the case of the 
initial team search, prospective sub-teams may consist of a single company. If the search 
succeeds, the selected company–item combination is removed from the team composition 
and the replacement company or set of companies is inserted at its place (Figure 44). TDMS 
informs the user if the search for replacements is unsuccessful. The user can also select 
several company–item combinations for replacement at once and can also specify preferred 
replacements — in a way similar to preferred partners. 
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43 Selecting a team member for replacement in the TDMS UI. 

 
44 Result of replacing the selected team member 
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Company details 

The user can check company details by clicking on the company name. A pop-up window 
appears showing profile information of that company (Figure 45). 

 
45 Example of a display of “Company details”. 
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Company and team risk 

The user can click on the risk score of a company in the respective column of the team 
composition pane. A pop-up window will then show the breakdown of this company’s 
inherent risk (Figures 46 and 47). The user can further click on the team formation risk score 
at the bottom of the pane to see its breakdown (Figure 48). In this way TDMS integrates with 
the Risk Tool. 

 
46 Company and team risk displayed in the TDMS UI. 

 
47 Example of a pop-up window with the breakdown of a company risk score 
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48 Example of a pop-up window with the breakdown of a team formation risk score. 

Completeness check 

The user can execute matchmaking for individual parts of the product and build the team 
incrementally, in a bottom-up fashion. Each time, when the user clicks on the Assign button 
in the second screen of the TDMS UI (see e.g. Figure 46), the tasks represented by the 
ticked checkboxes in the team composition pane become assigned to the respective 
companies and displayed on the third screen of the TDMS UI (see Figure 49). The user may 
yet delete undesired task assignments on this screen. As a result of this process of team 
formation, and due to possible gaps in team compositions, the user may end up with a team 
that is either incomplete or contains redundant tasks. Before passing the resulting team to 
the Collaboration Service using Proceed button, the user can examine the team 
completeness by clicking on the Check button. A message window will then inform the user 
on specific gaps and redundancies in the team composition if there are any (Figure 50). 

Team compositions where the user’s company is the facilitator 

By ticking the checkbox “My company is a facilitator” in the second screen of the TDMS UI, 
the user can highlight those prospective teams, in which the user’s company is assigned to 
act as the facilitator — i.e., to fulfill the “Plan & Manage” goal for the entire target product. 
Figure 51 presents an example where the user belongs to the company “CT Ltd”. After 
clicking on the checkbox “My company is a facilitator”, the tags of the respective teams are 
coloured blue. 
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49 Example of the TDMS UI, showing its third screen “Review assignments” with Check and 

Proceed buttons.  

 
50 Example of a message window with the outcomes of completeness check. 
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51 An example of highlighting team compositions, in which the user’s company is the facili-
tator.  
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1.8 Collaboration Management 

Following paragraphs are related to the management of collaborations in the DIGICOR 
platform.  

1.8.1 My Collaborations 

My collaborations page displays the collaborations of the users company. Two kinds of 
collaborations can be found in this list: Sales and Development Type, which indicate the 
phase of the collaboration. Moreover, the start and end date of the collaboration is shown, 
as well as the current milestone. As shown in the figure below, sales and development 
collaborations have different set of milestones e.g. SET (Setup), EIS (Entry into service), 
SyCDR (System Critical Design Review), stemming from the AIRBUS Supplier 
Requirements List specification. Lastly, the status of the collaboration is displayed, indicating 
whether the collaboration has ended or it is still active.  

 

 
 

52 My Collaborations screen 

1.8.2 Dashboard 

The Collaboration Dashboard provides an overview of a collaboration, since it combines 
information about outstanding deliverables, tasks and recent activities. 

Firstly, it provides the overall status by listing the collaboration’s and current milestone’s 
timeline as well as the time remaining for the milestone. This information is highlighted with 
green or blue text indicating that the timeline is in time or delayed.  

Secondly, it provides the recent activities that has been performed by collaborating partners 
such as the upload of a deliverable or the update of the consortium. 
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Thirdly, it provides the overall status of the work packages and deliverables that need to be 
submitted in the current milestone. A helpful percentage is calculated and shown to the user 
as a quick reference of the status of the collaboration. 
 
Lastly, it provides the status of the outstanding tasks of the collaboration, grouping them by 
task type. 
 

 
53 Collaboration dashboard screen 

1.8.3 Tasks 

From the tasks page a user can browse and complete tasks that are assigned to his 
company. The table view lists the outstanding tasks ordered by their priority, but also allows 
sorting them based on e.g. the due date.  At the beginning of each row, an icon indicates 
the type of the task (Notification, Document, Vote, Election). 
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54 Collaboration tasks screen 

The figures below present the screens for completing a notification task, an election task 
and a vote task. 

 

55 Notification task screen 

 

 

56 Elect task screen 

 

 

57 Vote task screen 

 
The figures below present the document task screen, along with a screenshot while 
uploading a document, which shows the actions being taken by the platform  in order to 
protect the content based on the policies that have been formulated by the consortium. 
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58 Document task screen 
 

59 Protected document upload screen 

1.8.4 Deliverables 

From the deliverables page the user can access the list of documents that are being 
exchanged between collaborative partners throughout the project lifetime. The user can list 
the documents per milestone, view the status of current deliverables, and plan future 
deliverables. 
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60 Collaboration deliverables screen 

Deliverables in a collaboration make use of the Airbus Supply Requirements (ASR) 
structures, such that a deliverable is assigned to an ASR milestone and might point to an 
ASR document template. 

 

 

61 Create work package screen 

 
62 Create deliverable screen 
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1.8.5 Consortium 

The consortium page displays the current consortium of the collaboration. From this page 
the user can request the rejection of a company from the collaboration, which will lead to 
the execution of the remove partner process. Moreover the user can view if empty spots 
exist in the consortium and request their fulfilment from the Team management screen. 

 

 
 

63 Collaboration consortium screen 

1.8.6 Processes 

This page presents the collaboration processes that govern the collaboration. These 
processes facilitate common collaboration management functions, such as Voting for a 
partner removal. 
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64 Collaboration policies screen 

1.8.7 Policies 

From the collaboration policies page the user can configure the attribute-based access 
control rules that govern document exchanges between partners. 

 
 

65 Collaboration policies screen 
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The edit policy screen provides a user friendly view to formulate a complex attribute-based 
rule. 

 
66 Create/Edit collaboration policy screen 
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1.9 User 

Several of user related pages were already described in authentication section, the only 
page which is related only to user is the change password screen. 

1.9.1 Change password 

The change password page is similar to the forgot password page. Its purpose is to replace 
old password with new one. Page contains form for old and new passwords. When filled 
correctly, the page will inform user that the change was successful. Otherwise it will inform 
the user with error message. 

 
67 Change password 
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1.10 Platform management 

The purpose of platform management UI is to manage companies which are accessing 
portal and to specify ontologies which are used for sales part of the portal as described 
above. 

Platform management pages are accessible only for users with platform administrator role. 
Other users are not able to access its screen. Also, platform administrators cannot access 
other than platform management and user screens. 

1.10.1 Registered companies 

Registered companies page is used for managing confirmed companies. Platform 
administrator can view detail for each company specified in the list. Another option is to 
delete selected companies.  

 
  68 Registered companies 
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69 Registered companies - company detail 
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1.10.2 Company confirmation 

In this page, platform administrator can view pending company confirmation. Similar as in 
the registered companies page, user can validate their information by clicking on the row 
and checking their information. User then can select which companies he wants to confirm 
and which he wants to delete. 

 
70 Company confirmation 
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1.10.3 Ontology specification 

The last screen available for platform administrator is the ontology specification. Originally 
it should be used to specify the ontology throughout the portal - meaning call for tenders and 
company capabilities.  

In the page, user can walk through the product tree of given ontology and specify which of 
them are available in the portal. However, in current version of portal only one ontology is 
working - lavatory demo. 

 
71 Platform ontology specification 

 

72 Platform ontology specification - detail
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